Microfabricated poly(ethylene glycol) templates enable rapid screening of triculture conditions for cardiac tissue engineering.
The purpose of this study was to design a simple system for cultivation of micro-scale cardiac organoids and investigate the effects of cellular composition on the organoid function. We hypothesized that cultivation of cardiomyocytes (CM) on preformed networks of fibroblasts (FB) and endothelial cells (EC) would enhance the structural and functional properties of the organoids, compared to simultaneously seeding the three cell types or cultivating enriched CM alone. Microchannels for cell seeding were created by photopolymerization of poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate. In the preculture group the channels were seeded with a mixture of NIH 3T3 FB and D4T EC, following by addition of neonatal rat CM after 2 days of FB/EC preculture. The control microchannels were seeded simultaneously with FB/EC/CM (simultaneous triculture) or with enriched CM alone (enriched CM). Preculture resulted in cylindrical, contractile, and compact cardiac organoids that contained elongated CM expressing connexin-43 and cardiac troponin I. In contrast, simultaneous triculture resulted in noncontractile organoids with clusters of CM growing separately from elongated FBs and ECs. The staining for Connexin-43 was absent in the simultaneous triculture group. When fixed or frozen FB/EC were utilized as a preculture substrate for CM, noncontractile organoids were obtained; while preculture on a single cell type (either FB or EC) resulted in contractile organoids but with inferior properties compared to preculture with both FB/EC. These results emphasize the importance of living cells, presence of both nonmyocyte cell types as well as sequential seeding approach for cultivation of functional multicell type cardiac organoids.